
End of Summer Classic 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 

 

The hope was that a low-key race on a fast course in the middle of 
this week would allow our runners an opportunity to post some 
encouraging times before the start of the Labor Day Weekend. Your 
coaches allowed that attitude to be a little too low-key, and for many of 
our older runners, that resulted in a less-than-rewarding performance. 
The good news was that our younger athletes ran some very 
impressive efforts, including five that dropped over a minute. 

On Tuesday, we did not talk about strategy, goals, or mental 
preparation. That lack of goal planning showed in the early stages, 
where several of our runners were out much too fast or much too slow. 
The lack of mental preparation also showed during the last mile of the 
race, where most of our athletes were in “survival mode.” Part of our 
struggle can also be attributed to “vDot” workout. With just forty-eight 
hours of rest between that effort and today’s race, the shortest recovery 
period this season, I should have predicted some struggle. 

Oddly, our newer athletes responded very well.  The sharp learning 
curve and steadily improving fitness of our newest athletes was on clear 
display, with guys like Sondakh, Cayen, Czechowiz, Nissen, and Moore 
all posting PR’s of over one minute! That’s a big deal 

Where were the rest of our top athletes? We opted to sit many of 
our top runners from Saturday. By removing them from today’s race, we 
can allow them to focus completely on training. It comes with a price, 
but the reward is usually worth it in October and November. 

Next week, our top seven runners will travel to East Lansing to 
compete in the Brett Clements/Bath Invite at Bath Middle School. 
There, the teams will see some great teams from the center and west 
side of the state. All other runners will head to the Warrior Invite, hosted 
by Woodhaven High School on the site of our Regional Championships. 

 

Biggest PR’s @ EOS 
Czechowicz 1:26 
Cayen  1:20 
Nissen  1:16 
Sondakh  1:09 
Moore  1:02 
Charles  0:52 
Burnett  0:50 
Slawski  0:46 
Yaklin  0:28 
Corcoran  0:27 
 
Top Rookies 
Jennings  17:42 
Hall  18:05 
Boxeth  18:47 
Tolly  18:54 
Sondakh  19:04 
Morse  19:34 
Corcoran  19:39 
LenkTe  19:41 
Burnett  20:03 
Cayen  20:18 
Wilson  20:30 
Hartman  21:06 
Moore  21:13 
Nissen  21:37 
 
 

 

 

Varsity Points 

52 40% Seniors 

41 32% Juniors 

13 10% Sophomores 

24 18% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up…  
 We will schedule some optional conditioning runs over Labor Day weekend. Those 
dates/times will be announced at practice Thursday evening and online.   
 
Our next competitions will be Bath Invite and Warrior Invite, next Saturday.  The Varsity will 
leave on Friday afternoon for Bath.  The bus and Reserve Team will leave at 8:30AM on 

Saturday morning. 

Blaze with the fire that is never 

extinguished. 

~ Luisa Sigea 

 

Hydration & Recovery 

Dehydration reduces your blood 
volume and slows down your 
recovery. A pound of weight lost 
during a workout is equivalent to a 
pint of water. Because your body will 
not retain all the fluid you drink, 
however, you need to drink 1½ pints 
for each pound you lose. Replacing 
fluids will help remove waste 
products, restore your blood volume, 
and ensure that you recover as 
quickly as possible. ~taken from Pete 

Pfitzinger Lab Reports 

South Lyon Invite OP’s 

Matt Dow, Evan Park, Kevin Hall 
 
 

Varsity for Bath & Warrior 
Invites:  

Line-ups for these two races 
will be announced early next 
week. 

Saline CC by the numbers… 

28 8 5 27 
Seconds between 

our first and fifth 

runners in today’s 

race. That’s 

excellent! 

Difference, in 

seconds, from 

Corcoran’s 

fastest and 

slowest miles. 
Number of runners 

that PR’ed by over a 

minute today.  
Seconds between 

our first and fifth 

runner in the two 

mile race today. 

Excellent! 

 


